Design of PLGA based nanoparticles for imaging guided applications.
An amphiphilic Gd(III) complex has been efficiently loaded in polylactic-co-glycolic acid nanoparticles (PLGA-NPs) to yield a novel, high sensitive magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) contrast agent for imaging guided drug delivery applications. As the Gd(III) complex is soluble in organic solvents, the nanoparticles were prepared as oil/water emulsions. PLGA-NPs were stable, in buffer, for more than 1 week without any release of the incorporated agents. The millimolar relaxivity of the Gd(III) complex incorporated in the particles (140 nm diameter) was of 21.7 mM(-1) s(-1) at 21.5 MHz, a value that is about 5 times higher than that observed with the commercially available contrast agents used in clinic. The relaxometric efficiency of these particles resulted inversely proportional to the particle size measured by dynamic light scattering. The high stability and sensitivity of PLGA-NPs allowed their accumulation in vivo in murine melanoma xenograft as shown in the corresponding MR images. Once loaded with drug and contrast agents, PLGA nanoparticles can be proposed as efficient theranostic MRI agents.